. Reconstruction of the 2D and 3D architecture of a rice leaf. A 2D shape of a flag leaf (a) and a 2D shape of a non-flag leaf (b) of high nitrogen treated (HN) and low nitrogen treated (LN) rice cultivar XS134 are illustrated. Note that the leaf shape of two treatments are almost completely overlapped. The 2D curvature of a leaf is solved iteratively c). Finally, 3D leaves with different features can be simulated, e.g., a rolling leaf (d), a curving leaf (e), and a twisting leaf (f).
. The workflow of 3dCAP reconstruction and canopy photosynthesis calculation. During this process, first the leaf, sheath and stem, and panicle are reconstructed based on the measured architectural parameters. Then a tiller is reconstructed, which is used as the basis to build a single plant. A number of plants together form a canopy. The plant architectures are predicted with these structural components and also a mechanical model of weight distribution. Using information about the incident photosynthetic photon flux density and direction of solar beam and also the distribution of nitrogen in leaves along the canopy vertical layers, a ray tracing algorithm is used to predict the light environments inside a canopy. The light environment is then combined with a C3 leaf photosynthesis model to predict the canopy photosynthetic CO2 uptake rate. 
